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Overview of Regulation of Nuclear
Safety

For carrying out state supervision and regulation
in the area of utilizing nuclear power an independent
Regulatory Body named "Armstateatomsupervision" was
astablished in November 1993 under a decision of the
Government of the Republic of Armenia.

Initially the number of personnel of this
Regulatory Body was set as 7 experts, but since
October 1994 its staff has been enlarged up to 16
specialists.

In its activities this Regulatory Body is guided
by the law acts of the Republic of Armenia,
international agreements and treaties, as well as
conventions and status of department.

Decisions issued by "Armstateatomsupervision" in
the framework of the scope of questions which fall
under its supervision are obligatory for
implementation by enterprises and organizations
(despite kinds of property and administrative division
or subordination), officers and citizens.

Currently the "Law on Utilization of Nuclear
Power" is prepared and submitted for consideration of
the Parliament of the Republic of Armenia.



Principal Functions of -the Regulatory Body

"Armstateatomsupervision" carries out the
following principal functions:

- determines norms and rules in the area of
nuclear and radiation safety;

- supervises the implementation of guidelines in
the area of nuclear and radiation safety by juridical
persons and citizens;

supervises the utilization storage, book-
keeping, procedure of disposal and physical protection
of nuclear materials;

- examines the safety of sites bearing nuclear
and radiation danger;

- informs state structures and population of
changes in nuclear and radiation situation on those
sites;

- fixes the order of registration and namely
registration of those sites;

- supervises the implementation of measures on
upgrading the safety of those sites, as well as the
safety of the equipment and systems;

- supervises the design and implementation of
measures on preventing accidents along with the
readiness of enterprises and organizations to stamp
out after-effects of accidents;

- defines the level of training for the personnel
responsible for safety;

conducts inspections aimed to prove the
necessity of measures on providing nuclear and
radiation safety;

fixes the order of informing about
infringements in the work of site and personnel
regarding safety, and the definition of procedure of
investigation of circumstances and reasons of such
infringements;

- analyses accidents and incidents, establishes
data base and necessary steps on safety upgrading.



For implementation of its functions
"Arms ta teatomsupervi s ion" is empowered with the
following rights:

- to freely inspect on sites the state of
equipment and systems, provision of quality while
performing works, accounting and book-keeping
documentary, qualification of personnel implementation
of the order of storage and book-keeping of nuclear
materials;

- to demand in case of need necessary information
and references from sites;

- to enroll appropriate experts from ministries,
enterprises and organizations into its inspections;

to give obligatory for implementation
directions to enterprises and organizations on removal
of indicated infringements of norms and rules of
safety , as well as to stop the works done with
infringements of norms on nuclear and radiation safety
which might cause damage to the environment, health of
the population and personnel;

- to issue normative and technical documentary on
nuclear and radiation safety;

- to control the implementation of regulations
and provision of terms of the issued licences;

to initiate examination of designs on
construction and reconstruction of sites, evaluation
of safety level;

to make officers and citizens officially
responsible for infringement of norms and rules on
nuclear and radiation safety according to law acts of
the Republic of Armenia;

- to submit documents on certain infringements of
norms and rules of nuclear and radiation safety for
consideration of court.



The above-mentioned is evident of quite numerous
functions and rights the Regulatory Body of the
Republic of Armenia exercises to provide relevant
supervision over safe utilization of nuclear power.

However, absence of sufficient experience, small
staff, lack of office equipment and transport along
with financial difficulties hinder to carry out the
functions of the department in a full scope.

In such conditions the department concentrates
its activity on provision of supervision of safe
maintenance of Armenian NPP.

During the period of restoration and after the
restart of Armenian NPP the inspecting team of the
department was carrying out and is currently
conducting constant supervision over performed works.

During the restoration numerous steps on
upgrading safety of Unit 2 of Armenian NPP were
performed , the major of which are:

- evaluation and provision of the design life
time of reactor pressure vessel;

- definition of seismic safety of the site and
performance of a range of works on seismic upgrading
of constructions, equipment and systems;

modernization of emergency electric power
supply system which was divided into two autonomous
canals;

training, re-training and qualification
attestation of the whole personnel;

- modernization of the maintenance book-keeping
documentary;

deliberation of documents on accidental
planning.
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All the performed activities allowed on an
acceptable safety level to restart Unit 2 of the
Armenian NPP , which in its turn, has essentially
facilitated to the electric power supply of the
Republic of Armenia.
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